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Question 1
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains a unique

solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution, while others might not have a

correct solution.

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not appear in the review

screen.

A company uses Microsoft Power Apps.

You need to create a canvas app to display a Microsoft Power Bl report. The report must use the context of a selected record in the app.

Data in a Power Bl control must be filtered to display the context of the selected record.

You need to propose the right solution.

Solution: Define a tile in Power Bl element.

Does the solution meet the goal?

Options: 
A- Yes



B- No

Answer: 
B

Question 2
Question Type: MultipleChoice

You create a canvas app. The current version of the app is 16.

You identify a mistake in version 16 of the app. You restore a previous version of the canvas app. You need to inform others which

version of the canvas app they should use for development. Which version should they use?

Options: 
A- 15

B- 16

C- 17

D- 20



Answer: 
C

Question 3
Question Type: Hotspot

You create a canvas app for a finance team.

The finance team members require access to the app. The finance manager must be able to make updates to the app when necessary.

You need to set permissions for the team and the finance manager by using the principle of least privilege.

Which actions should you perform for each requirement? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area.

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.



Answer: 

Question 4
Question Type: MultipleChoice

A company has hundreds of warehouses. You are developing an app for the shipping department at the company. The app must be able

to provide the warehouse address for shipments. You need to create the warehouse field on the app form. Which field type should you

use?

Options: 
A- Lookup

B- Choice

C- Choices

D- Text

Answer: 



A

Question 5
Question Type: MultipleChoice

You are designing an interactive report for a model-driven app. The report will use more than five million records. The query that

retrieves data for the report requires more than five minutes to complete.

You need to create the report.

Which option should you use?

Options: 
A- Interactive dashboard

B- Power Bl

C- Standard dashboard

Answer: 
B



Question 6
Question Type: OrderList

You have a basic user security role in a lest environment. You create a canvas app without customization in the environment.

You need to send the app to production administrators for production deployment.

Which three actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to the answer

area and arrange them m the correct order.

Answer: 



Select the canvas app in the Maker portal.Export the package.Send the package to production administrators.

Question 7
Question Type: DragDrop

You are creating a Power Automate cloud flow.

The data in the flow must perform the following actions:

* Return the first character of a string of text.

* Convert an array to a single string.

You need to manipulate the data.

Which data operations should you use? To answer, drag the appropriate data operations to the correct changes. Each data operation

may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view content.

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.



Answer: 

Question 8
Question Type: DragDrop

You are design ng a dashboard for a model driven app Users are licensed to use Dynamics 365 Seles Professional

Users must be able to filter the dashboard.

You need to determine how to apply the filters.

Which type of dashboard should you use? To answer, drag the appropriate dashboard types to the correct requirements. Each

dashboard type may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view

content.

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.



Answer: 

Question 9
Question Type: MultipleChoice

A company uses Power Apps. The company creates a solution that contains the following items:

* environment setting

* flow that accesses Microsoft Dataverse

* plug-in with an unsecure configuration

* environment variable with a default value

The company plans to import solutions manually.

You need to document the solution component type that prompts for user input.

Which component type should you document?



Options: 
A- Environment variable

B- Plug-in configuration

C- Environment setting

D- Connection reference

Answer: 
D

Question 10
Question Type: MultipleChoice

A large construction company has 120 departments. Each department has a Microsoft Teams channel.

The company creates training content for each department. All training content for a department is hosted in the channel for that

department You must create a chatbot for the company that helps employees find relevant training. Employees must not be able to

modify the chatbot.

You need to create the chatbot



Which three actions should you perform"* Each correct answer presents part of the solution.

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

Options: 
A- Create a bot for each departmental channel.

B- Create one training bot for organization-wide deployment.

C- Create an entity for each department

D- Create a topic for each department.

E- Create a topic for each trade.

Answer: 
B, C, D
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